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ABSTRACT The notion of coarsening at random CAR was introduced
by Heitjan and Rubin  to describe the most general form of randomly
grouped censored or missing data for which the coarsening mechanism
can be ignored when making likelihoodbased inference about the param
eters of the distribution of the variable of interest The CAR assumption
is popular and applications abound However the full implications of the
assumption have not been realized Moreover a satisfactory theory of CAR
for continuously distributed datawhich is needed in many applications
particularly in survival analysishardly exists as yet This paper gives a
detailed study of CAR We show that grouped data from a 	nite sample
space always 	t a CAR model
 a nonparametric model for the variable of
interest together with the assumption of an arbitrary CAR mechanism puts
no restriction at all on the distribution of the observed data In a slogan
CAR is everything We describe what would seem to be the most general
way CAR data could occur in practice a sequential procedure called ran
domized monotone coarseningWe show that CAR mechanisms exist which
are not of this type Such a coarsening mechanism uses information about
the underlying data which is not revealed to the observer without this af
fecting the observers conclusions In a second slogan CAR is more than
it seems This implies that if the analyst can argue from subjectmatter
considerations that coarsened data is CAR he or she has knowledge about
the structure of the coarsening mechanism which can be put to good use in
nonlikelihoodbased inference procedures We argue that this is a valuable
option in multivariate survival analysis We give a new de	nition of CAR in
general sample spaces criticising earlier proposals and we establish parallel
results to the discrete case The new de	nition focusses on the distribution
rather than the density of the data It allows us to generalise the theory of
CAR to the important situation where coarsening variables eg censoring
times are partially observed as well as the variables of interest
 Overview
The phenomena of missing data in multivariate analysis some components
of a multivariate vector not observed censoring in survival analysis and
grouped data in general have in common that rather than observing a ran
dom variable or vector X of interest one is only able to observe that X
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takes a value in some possibly randomly determined set of values by 	ran
domly determined
 we mean that the set not only depends on X itself but
also possibly on auxiliary random variables The notion of 	coarsening at
random
 was introduced by Heitjan and Rubin  to single out exactly
those situations in which the coarsening mechanism can be ignored when
making inference on the distribution of X
The same notion but restricted in application to missing observations
in a multivariate vector goes back to Rubin  and Little and Ru
bin  in this context it is called 	missing at random
 These papers
and those of Heitjan   have studied the statistical consequences
of MAR and CAR in parametric models Heitjan  gives signicant
biomedical examples of CAR Robins and Rotnitzky  van der Laan
  Robins Rotnitzky and Zhao  and Robins a study
statistical consequences in non and semiparametric models with posi
tive probability of complete observations In survival analysis with right
censored observations coarsening at random is intimately connected to the
central notion of 	independent censoring
 see Jacobsen and Keiding 
	Coarsening at random
 has clearly become an important topic in survival
analysis in biostatistics in general in applied statistics Practitioners are
keen to be able to assume that coarsened data is 	coarsened at random
 Yet
in our opinion the notion is still poorly understood and this has dangers in
uncritical application We want to to nd out what it really means from
a modelling point of view to make the CAR assumption To underline the
problem we note that CAR has only been dened for discrete data but
the mere denition of CAR for continuous dataeg censored survival
timesis not obvious at all This is not just a question of measuretheoretic
technicalities Jacobsen and Keiding  oer a denition but though we
learnt a great deal from their results in our opinion their rather complex
and at the same time restrictive denition does not capture the intended
content of the notion
The paper has a large number of sections falling into two main parts
Sections  to  concentrate on the discrete case  to  on the general
section  concludes In section  we set out the necessary preliminaries
We give the discrete case denition of CAR in terms of the conditional
distribution of the coarsened data given the underlying data the condi
tional probability of a particular outcome depends on the underlying data
value only through what the observed data tells us about this value We
show that this is equivalent to a factorization of the likelihood into sepa
rate parts corresponding neatly to the underlying data and the coarsening
mechanism and that it is equivalent to a condition concerning the prob
ability law of the underlying data given the observed it is the same as if
the possible coarsenings had been xed in advance independently of the
underlying data socalled Coarsening Completely at Random
In section  we give one of our main new results 	CAR is everything

if we assume nothing about the distribution of the underlying complete
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data and nothing about the coarsening mechanism except that it is CAR
then we are in eect assuming nothing at all about the distribution of the
data Any coarsened data from a nite sample space ts exactly to a CAR
model Without adding further assumptions either on the completedata
generating mechanism or on the coarsening mechanism the CAR assump
tion is untestable This result generalises the wellknown result in survival
analysis known as the unidentiabilty of the independent competing risks
assumption That our result is a reasonable conjecture follows by counting
parameters see Rubin Stern and Vehovar  section  for the case of
Missing at Random Our proof combines likelihood and convexity theory
in a sense we use statistics to prove a theorem of algebra
A counterexample shows that extending to innite sample spaces the
result is not always true However every distribution of coarsened data
can still be arbitrarily well approximated by a CAR model so no amount
of real data will ever be able to rule out a CAR model
In section  we look at the CAR assumption as a modelling assumption
asking ourselves what kind of coarsening mechanisms could arise in na
ture satisfying CAR We argue that the most general realistic physical
mechanism which produces CAR data is a sequential procedure we call 	se
quential randomised coarsening
 A rather natural conjecture is then that
all CAR mechanisms can be realised in this way If the conjecture were
true CAR would not just be an attractive assumption to make because
of its dataanalytic consequences but also an assumption with physical or
subjectmatter content If the conjecture is false then CAR may be conve
nient but in itself dicult to justify Put yet another way if you can justify
the CAR assumption on subjectmatter grounds you actually know more
about the coarsening mechanism than just the fact that it is CAR It turns
out that CAR mechanisms exist which cannot be represented sequentially
so that CAR is indeed much more than it seems
Section  is a kind of interlude establishing further nice properties of a
rather special sequential coarsening mechanism called 	monotone coarsen
ing
 In this situation nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation can
be done explicitly without iteration as in the case of the KaplanMeier
estimator for rightcensored survival data
If the data are CAR additional knowledge about the coarsening mecha
nism is irrelevant for likelihoodbased inference However we argue in sec
tion  that there are many situations and we give an example in multivari
ate survival analysis where restricting oneself to likelihood based methods
may leave one with no practically useful methods at all It can be better
to make use of asymptotically irrelevant additional information about the
coarsening mechanism and construct ad hoc frequency based methods
which are not asymptotically ecient but do actually work in realistically
sized samples
The mathematical results so far were restricted to a nite sample space
though we argue that their broad implications hold generally for instance in
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survival analysis In section  we already drew such implications However
we also want to develop the mathematical theory of CAR in this direction
The second main group of sections  to  is devoted to the generalisation
of the earlier results to arbitrary sample spaces To begin with we need a
general denition of CAR
CAR is usually stated as a condition on the discrete density function
of the observed given the underlying data One then is led to dene CAR
in general also in terms of densities This leads immediately into technical
problems since coarsened data is a random set and it is not clear how to
introduce density functions into the picture Jacobsen and Keiding 
took this route dening CAR in terms of the densities of the variables in the
model under consideration relative to a 	reference model
 Our philosophy
is dierent We remark that in discrete models a discrete density is just a
probability We read the denition of CAR as a statement about certain
conditional distributions not conditional densities Now it is more or less
immediate how one should generalise such a statement to a general case
Our general denition of CAR in section  is that certain conditional
distributions should coincide on certain parts of the sample space 	the
distribution of the observed data given the underlying variable of interest
only depends on that variable through the information given to us about
it in the data
 There are minor measuretheoretic issues in making this
denition mathematically rigorous since conditional distributions can be
changed at will on conditioning events of probability zero For the more
practically motivated reader it is enough to know that it is possible to
make the denition precise in such a way that it both can be applied to
the cases of interest in practice and that it has the expected statistical
consequences The section shows that from our general denition of CAR do
indeed follow the expected factorization of the likelihood and the expected
property of the conditional distribution of the underlying data given the
observed However these properties though implied by CAR are no longer
equivalent to CAR so here an important dierence with the discrete case
emerges
Section  contrasts our 	absolute
 denition of CAR for general sample
spaces with the 	relative
 denition of Jacobsen and Keiding  and
establishes the connections
In section  we consider an important general issue suppose we also
observe to some extent some aspects of the coarsening mechanism Is there
still a natural denition of coarsening at random For example often in
survival analysis one observes part or all of the censoring variables even
for uncensored observations The original notion of CAR is only applicable
when the actual data is strictly a coarsening of the underlying survival time
No further information is supposed to be available We show that there are
no problems in extending our denition and results to this more general
case still Here again our philosophy of thinking in terms of conditional
distributions not densities pays o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In sections  and  we attempt to extend our results on existence and
uniqueness of a CAR model for arbitrarily coarsened data to the general
case Recall that in section  we show that discrete coarsened data always
ts exactly to a CAR model and that the underlying distribution and the
CAR mechanism can be essentially uniquely reconstructed from the law
of the data However this breaks down in general sample spaces even in
countable sample spaces though there is a good sense in which it is true for
practical purposes CAR is 	almost everything
 Any coarsened data what
soever can be t arbitrarily well by a CAR model if not exactly Anyway
in section  we obtain another 	next best
 result stating in the language
of semiparametric models and information bounds that the CAR model
places no restrictions on the distribution of the data In the neighbourhood
of a CAR model one has so much freedom although subject to the CAR
assumption that the set of possible scorefunctions is everything and esti
mation is as dicult as in a completely nonparametric model Section 
gives a uniqueness result on the factorization of the likelihood in a CAR
model generalising the uniqueness of the CAR decomposition established
in the discrete case
In section  we conclude and in particular survey the many open prob
lems which remain We see that Coarsening at Random is not only a topic
full of importance and interest from an applied point of view but also full
of challenges to theoreticians opening a view to a rich and delicate the
ory Survival analysis and mathematical statistics continue to enrich one
another over the years
A companion paper in this volume Gill and Robins  studies coars
ening mechanisms with a sequential structure FollowingRobins b we
consider a generalisation of CAR in which coarsening occurs in a number of
phases each of which separately is CAR while the overall result is not We
also further investigate sequential mechanisms for producing MAR data
How could one 	physically
 realise a general MAR mechanism Is the MAR
assumption an assumption which on its own can be supported by subject
matter knowledge or is it the case that if one can argue for MAR one
actually knows more and therefore outside of likelihoodbased inference
has more options in dataanalysis
 Preliminaries
Suppose X is a random variable taking values x in a nite set E Let E
denote the set of all subsets of E and let X denote a random nonempty
subset of E so X takes values A in E n fg We say that X is a coarsening
of X if with probability  X  X  The observed data the random set X 
is usually denoted by Y in the literature on CAR However later we will
make a distinction between the random set X and its representation in the
data Y as a list of coordinates coecients or types
If X is a coarsening of X and one observes X but not X itself one may
ask if the observation 	X  A
 can be treated for statistical purposes as the
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observation 	X  A
 ie as if the value of X instead of being random had
been provided in advance Heitjan and Rubin  show that this is the
case if the conditional distribution of X given X  x satises the following
coarsened at random CAR assumption
for all A  E  PrX  AjX  x is constant in x  A 
Obviously PrX  AjX  x   if xA if X is a coarsening of X In a
moment we derive their main result on ignorability of the coarsening mech
anisms under CAR but rst we note that the CAR assumption intuitively
seems to say that the observation of X  A is not inuenced by the specic
value of X in A which was taken only by the fact that X did take a value
in A In fact CAR is obviously equivalent to
PrX  AjX  x  PrX  AjX  A A x  A 
The CAR assumption is an assumption on the coarsening mechanism
leading from X to X  by which we emphasize that coarsening is seen as
occuring in two stages rstly the random variable X of interest is realised
secondly a conceptually dierent process usually associated with features
of measurement or observational restrictions rather than the scientic phe
nomenon under study itself given the value x taken by X replaces this
value by a set X  A  x
However having observed X  we are free to consider the conditional
distribution of X given X  A even though this compounds two quite
dierent processes Since  can be rewritten as for all x  A
PrX  AjX  x and X  A  PrX  AjX  A
we can recognise it as a conditional independence assumption givenX  A
the events X  x and X  A are independent By symmetry of condi
tional independence we therefore equivalently have
PrX  xjX  A and X  A  PrX  xjX  A
But since the former is equal to PrX  xjX  A we have that CAR is
equivalent to
PrX  xjX  A  PrX  xjX  A for all x  A 
Thus the observation of X  A tells us no more in the sense of what is
now the conditional distribution of X than the obvious 	X  A

So far we have only discussed the probabilistic interpretation of the
CAR assumption Now we give Heitjan and Rubin
s statistical consequence
Suppose the distribution of X depends on a parameter  while the coars
ening mechanism supposed CAR depends on a distinct variation inde
pendent parameter  We suppose CAR holds for each  Write
p

x
 Pr

X  x p

A
 Pr

X  A
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

A
 Pr

X  AjX  x x  A
 Pr

X  AjX  A
The marginal distribution of X is
f

A
 Pr

X  A  Pr

X  A and X  A
 Pr

X  A Pr

X  AjX  A
 p

A


A
 
So under CAR the joint likelihood for  and  factors and the  part can be
written down without knowledge of the coarsening mechanism as far as  is
concerned the observation 	X  A
 can be treated like an observation 	X 
A
 ie as if the coarsening mechanism had been Coarsening Completely
at Random the sample space is partitioned in advance independently of
X and one just looks to see which element of the partition X falls into At
the same time the likelihood for  can be written down without knowing
the distribution of X and moreover the likelihood for  based on the data
X is the same as the likelihood for  based on the conditional distribution
of X given X even though X itself cannot be observed
 CAR is everything
Suppose X is a coarsening of X in the discrete setup of the previous
section We observe X only If we assume nothing about the distribution of
X but we do assume CAR does this imply anything about the distribution
of the observable X Put another way given a random nonempty set X 
can we construct a random variable X such that X is a coarsening of X
and CAR holds
Mathematically we have the following
Question Given a probability distribution f
A
 A  E  A   of a ran
dom nonempty set X  can we write
f
A
 p
A

A

where p
x
 x  E is a probability distribution on the nite set E p
A
is
dened by p
A

P
xA
p
x
 and 
A
 A  Enfg is a set of probabilities
such that for each x  E
X
Ax

A
  
For given that the distribution of X factors as in  construct a joint
distribution of X and X by letting
PrX  xjX  A  p
x
p
A
x  A f
A
 
PrX  xjX  A   xA
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Under  if f
A
  then p
A
  too so the construction is welldened
The construction forces X  X to hold with probability  Moreover
PrX  x and X  A 
p
x
p
A
p
A

A
 p
x

A
for A   x  A f
A
 
and trivially
PrX  x and X  A  p
x

A
A   x  A
if f
A
  and hence p
A
  or 
A
  Adding over A  x shows that the
marginal distribution of X is p
x
 Dividing by p
x
shows
PrX  AjX  x  
A
A  x p
x
 
which doesn
t depend on x so CAR holds
This argument together with the conditional independence arguments
of Section  shows that CAR can equivalentally be formulated as
CARXjX the conditional law of X given X satises  or 
CARXjX  the conditional law of X given X satises  and
FACTORX  the marginal law of X factors as in 
Now we return to the question posed at the beginning of this section
Just counting equations and unknowns suggests but does not prove that
the answer is yes The equations are nonlinear and the unknowns have to
be probabilities We will prove that the answer is yes and moreover that
the factorization  is unique for those A with f
A
  Our proof uses
statistical ideas we consider the expected log likelihood for a CAR model
for the given observed data distribution First we state the result formally
Theorem Let X be a random nonempty set with distribution f
A
 A 
Enfg Then there exist CAR probabilities 
A
 and a distribution p
x
 on
E such that f
A
 
A
p
A
for all A where p
A

P
xA
p
x
 For each A with
f
A
  
A
and p
A
are unique
Proof Consider the problem of maximization of
X
f
A
logp
A

A
 
X
f
A
log p
A

X
f
A
log
A
over p
A

X
xA
p
x
 p
x
  p
E
 
X
Ax

A
  x 
A
 
Considered as a function of the p
A
and 
A
for A with f
A
  with all
these variables varying unrestrictedly in 
P
f
A
log p
A

P
f
A
log
A
is continuous and strictly concave and takes values in  The subset
of p
A
and 
A
satisfying all the further listed constraints to be interpreted
as 	there exist p
x
 
A
such that    
 as far as these variables were not yet
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involved is convex and compact So the supremum is attained uniquely as
far as the original restricted set of variables are concerned but may not
be unique when we take account of the supplementary variables as well
We want to show that at least one of the solutions not only solves the
maximization problem but also provides a factorization f
A
 
A
p
A

We study a solution for the p
A
separately in more detail The analysis
would be much simplied if we knew in advance that each p
x
  which
is for instance the case if each f
fxg
  and the reader could rst restrict
attention to this case Consider the maximization of
P
A
f
A
log p
A
 now
over variables p
x
  subject to the constraint p
E
  where p
A

P
xA
p
x
 There exists a solution and by concavity of
P
f
A
log
P
xA
p
x

we know see for instance Whittle  that there exists a Lagrange
multiplier  such that any solution is also solution of the problemmaximize
P
A
f
A
logp
A
p
E
over p
x
  At a given solution for those x satisfying
p
x
  dierentiating with respect to p
x
shows
X
Ax
f
A
p
A
    
For other x such that p
x
  we only have
X
Ax
f
A
p
A
  	 
If at this solution p
A
  then we must have f
A
  otherwise f
A
log p
A

 and p
x
  for all x  A Multiplying  by p
x
and adding over x
such that p
x
  gives
 
X
xp
x

p
x
X
Ax
f
A
p
A
 
X
xp
x

p
x

X
x
X
Ax
p
x
f
A
p
A
  where   

X
A
X
xA
p
x
f
A
p
A
 

X
A
p
A
f
A
p
A
  
X
A
f
A
  since p
A
 
 f
A
 
  
So    and we have
X
Ax
f
A
p
A
  if p
x
 
X
Ax
f
A
p
A
	  if p
x
 
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Dene now 
A
 f
A
p
A
except that if p
x
  so also f
fxg
  dene

fxg
 
P
Ax
f
A
p
A
with    throughout We then have
X
Ax

A
  for all x
and f
A
 p
A

A
for all A also A with p
A
  also singletons
Thus a factorization f
A
 
A
p
A
exists Since
P
f
A
log
b
f
A
	
P
f
A
log f
A
for all
b
f
A
 
A
p
A
 the factorization we have found must also be a solution
of the maximization problem we considered at the outset As we remarked
this uniquely determines the p
A
and 
A
for A with f
A
  
It is dicult to give necessary and sucient conditions for uniqueness of
all p
x
and 
A
in the factorization f
A
 p
A

A
 If f
fxg
  for all x then
p
x
  and is uniquely determined for all x hence p
A
  for all A and

A
 f
A
p
A
is uniquely determined for allA Consider the incidence matrix
with rows corresponding to A with f
A
  and augmented if necessary with
a row for A  E columns corresponding to x  E and the A x element
equal to the indicator of x  A The vector of p
A

s with f
A
  augmented
with p
E
 equals this matrix times the vector of p
x
 so if the matrix has
rank equal to the number of elements of E p
x
 is uniquely determined
This rank condition is however not necessary since the inequalities p
x
 
might also help to uniquely determine p
x
 from p
A
 f
A
  or A  E
One would hope that the result 	car is everything
 remains true in gen
eral sample spaces but the following counterexample due to Ya
akovRitov
shows that this hope fails already in a countable sample space The exam
ple may seem articial but actually it corresponds to a survival analysis
situation where every observation is censored and arbitrarily large censored
observations can occur Let E be the natural numbers f    g and sup
pose the only subsets of E which get positive probability are fn n   g
for n       If we try to factor f
A
 p
A

A
by maximizing the log likeli
hood
P
f
A
logp
A
we see that the likelihood is always increased by moving
probability from the left to the right The maximizer would like to put all
the probability mass at  but there is no such point in E so the max
imizer does not exist Hence there can be no factorization since if there
were one it would maximize the log likelihood by tting the f
A
exactly
One could try to save the situation by adding a point  to E but this
only helps if one also adds the same point to all the sets A  fn n   g
In other words this example can be repaired by compactifying both the
sample space and all the observed random sets in a careful way That might
be true in general
Even if CAR is not everything in the strict sense we do argue that
it is 	almost everything
 At least from a practical point of view every
coarsened data model can be arbitrarily well approximated by a model for
discrete coarsened data and a CAR model ts that exactly Combining
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these two facts a CAR model ts arbitrarily well even if not exactly
Similarly the empirical distribution of any nite sample of coarsened data
can be exactly t to a CAR model computation of the nonparametric
maximum likelihood estimator does exactly this job where without loss of
generality one can assume that the support of the underlying variable X is
nite
 Sequential representations of CAR
So far a CAR mechanism is described in an algebraic way just a collection
of probabilities 
A
satisfying
X
Ax

A
 
for each x  E Is there a more appealing way to describe all CAR mecha
nisms Is there a convenient way to simulate any CAR mechanism
The direct way to simulate the random set X is rst to generate X
according to the law p
x
 x  E then X according to the conditional
law 
A
 A  x This makes no use of the fact that the coarsening
mechanism is actually CAR Moreover in the course of the simulation we
have to look at the specic value taken by X even though this value is
not later revealed by X  Another way is to directly generate X from its
marginal distribution f
A
 p
A

A
 A  E Again once the probabilities
f
A
have been calculated no use is made of the fact that coarsening is CAR
A rather special kind of CAR does allow an appealing simulation con
struction socalled monotone coarsening or monotone missingness Con
sider the collection of subsets A with 
A
  Suppose no two of these
subsets overlap nontrivially Consider the directed graph on fA  
A

g fEg where there is an edge from A to A

if and only if A

 A and no
A

exists with A

 A

 A and 
A

  This graph forms a tree with
root at E
The leaves of the tree form a partition of E and in fact the branches
leading from any node A form a partition of A For suppose the contrary
were true there exists A x  A A

 A with 
A

  and xA

 Moreover
x A

for any A

 A with 
A

  Choose x

 A

 We have  
P
A

x

A

	 
A


P
A

x

A

	
P
A

x


A

  which is impossible
The random set X can be generated by a random walk up the tree start
ing at the root E and stopping somewhere X  A on the way up Suppose
at some stage we have just moved into the node A We then stop in A with
probability 
A
 
P
A

A

A

 This expression is a probability since
for any x  A we have  
P
A

x

A

 
A

P
A

A

A

 Conditionally
on not stopping in A we choose a branch A

with probability p
A

p
A
and
move into A

 Since the branches A

from A form a partition of A the
branching probabilities add to  An equivalent description of this step is
that knowing now that X  A and that we do not stop here we look to see
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which element of the partition of A contains X and move to that element
Note that we use the CAR probabilities 
A
to decide whether to stop or
not we use the underlying probabilities p
A
to choose a branch given that
we did not stop
A direct calculation shows that this procedure generates X with proba
bility distribution p
A

A
 To see what is going on more intuitively consider
the pair X X  If the value X  x were known in advance only one path
through the tree would be relevant the path starting at E and ending at
the leaf containing x Call this path E  A

 A

     A
k
 x The
probabilities 
A
i
along this path form the distribution of X given X  x
and the 	stopping probability
 
A
 
P
A

A


A
 for A  A
j
 equals

A
j

P
ij

A
i
 In fact in our simulation we do not generate X in ad
vance but at a given step when we know already that X  A and that we
do not stop here we decide which branch A

from A contains X according
to the conditional distribution of X given X  A
Of course CAR probabilities such that the sets A with 
A
  lie on a
tree are rather special However the idea of generating X by successively
partitioning a set in which X is known to lie and observing in which ele
ment of the partition X lies seems to us the most general way conceivable
to physically realize a CAR mechanism In monotone coarsening the parti
tions are given in advance Now we will allow the partitions to be chosen at
random in principle the choice could depend on what happened at previous
stages However it should not depend on future choices since that would
require foreknowledge of X in conict with the required CAR property
Partitioning a set into say k subsets and observing in which X lies can
also be carried out by a series of partitions in  subsets Thus we arrive
at the following denition of a randomized monotone coarsening scheme
Initially n   and A

 E By step n we have generated a sequence
of nonempty subsets A

 A

     A
n
and we know X  A
n

We may now decide to terminate and set X  A
n
 or we decide to
continue In the latter case we choose at random a subset B
n
of A
n
 We
observe whether X lies in B
n
or in A
n
nB
n
 and set A
n
equal to B
n
or
A
n
nB
n
accordingly Increment n by one and repeat The probability of
stopping and the probability distribution of B
n
 given we do not stop may
depend in an arbitrary way on the past sequence A

A

    A
n
 If these
probabilities only depend on the current data A
n
and on n then we
call the scheme a Markov coarsening
A very natural conjecture is any set of CAR probabilities can be rep
resented by a randomized monotone coarsening scheme In a simulation of
randomized monotone coarsening as a separate procedure taking place af
ter the generation of X we do not use more information about X than
that which is nally revealed in the value of X  Conversely given X to
simulate a CAR mechanism which is not randomized monotone the com
puter program will require in the course of the procedure information about
Xperhaps even its precise valuewhich is ultimately not revealed in the
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value of X output by the computer in its nal print statement But the
fact that the computer has had to hide information from us does not aect
our facevalue inference 	X  A tells us no more than that X  A

The conjecture is easily found to be true when E   However already
when E   there are counterexamples Let E  f  g the list of
possible A is fg fg fg f g f g f g f  g The only way the
procedure can stop with the set f g is when at the very rst stage the
partition fg f g is chosen and X   or  Note that the very rst
partition is chosen independently of X So if X   we would also have
stopped immediately if this had been the rst partition chosen However
one can also arrive when X   at X  fg after various other rst stage
choices So the probability to terminate with X  fg when X   is at
least as large as the probability to terminate with X  f g when X  
or when X   ie 
fg
 
fg
 However for instance

fg
 
fg
 
fg
 

fg
 
fg
 
fg
 

fg
 
satises
P
Ax

A
  x     but 
fg
 
fg

Obviously the counterexample can be extended to E  f     ng for
any n   comparing 
fng
with 
fng

The probabilities in our counterexample are pretty arbitrary A more
extreme example is obtained by letting the probability of each duplet fi jg
i  j be equal to  while letting the probabilities of the singeletons and
the triplet be equal to zero Now it is more clear why these probabilities
cannot be realized sequentially when X   the computer ultimately has
to choose between reporting 	X  f g
 and 	X  f g
 for the other
values of X it has to make similar choices How can it make its choice
without observing X completely The reader familiar with the socalled
quizmaster problem might like to ponder if that is an example of CAR A
prize car is hidden between one of three doors You choose one door The
quizmaster knowing the location of the car opens another showing that
no car is behind it He then asks if you would like to revise your choice Do
you We come back to this example in section 
This unsatisfactory state of aairs leaves many questions open The au
thors cannot conceive of a more general mechanism than a randomized
monotone coarsening scheme for constructing the CAR mechanisms which
one would expect to meet with in practice but is this just a lack of imagina
tion Can one easily recognise if a given CAR mechanism has a randomized
monotone representation or not As the set E gets larger do 	most
 CAR
mechanisms admit a representation
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 Computing the monotone CAR model
In general the problem of computing the decomposition f
A
 p
A

A
of a
given f
A
 does not have an explicit solution As we saw it can be phrased
as a constrained maximization problem max
P
f
A
logp
A
  which can be
solved by various numerical procedures including the iterative EM or Turn
bull algorithm p
new
x

P
Ax
f
A
p
old
x
p
old
A

One case and one case only does have an explicit solution This is
when f
A
 is monotone by which similarly to the denition of a monotone
coarsening mechanism in the previous section we mean that for A  A

such that f
A
  and f
A

  either A  A

 or A

 A or A

A   In
other words no two A with positive probability in the data overlap non
trivially Before the same statement was supposed to be true conditionally
on X  x for any x
We saw in the last section that a monotone coarsening mechanism could
be simulated on the computer as a random walk on a tree This representa
tion can also be used to compute explicitly the decomposition f
A
 p
A

A
from given f
A
 using a 	tree
version of the KaplanMeier estimator from
ordinary survival analysisright censored survival times supplying a par
ticularly simple example of monotone data
Consider the collection of A such that f
A
  augmented if they are
not already included with E and all the singletons This collection also
has no nontrivially overlapping members Dene a directed graph on this
collection of nodes with a branch directed edge from A to A

if A  A

but there is no A

with A  A

 A The symbol  means strict inclusion
The graph is easily seen to be a tree with root in E and with the singletons
fxg x  E as its leaves The branches from any node A partition A
We know that a decomposition f
A
 p
A

A
exists Moreover it may be
chosen so that f
A
 
 
A
  except possibly if A is a singleton So all
A with 
A
  are on our tree the coarsening mechanism is also monotone
Consider a point x and in imagination hold the tree at the root E and
leaf fxg pulling it tight and so forming a straight path from the ground
to the sky with side branches on the way up Consider the steps up the
main path of the tree from E to fxg as discrete timesteps with the leaf
at time innity Consider all the f
A
as empirical relative frequencies of
a large sample of data Each observation A together with the underlying
true value of X  x

 A represents a path on the tree starting from E
going through A and ending at fx

g At some point this path must branch
o from the main route up to fxg unless x

 x either before at or after
A Consider the branching time as an underlying survival time you die
when you leave the straight and narrow path you live for ever if x

 x
The underlying survival time is observed exactly if A is o the main path
or if A  fxg but is unknown if A is on the main path before fxg If A lies
on the main path the observation is censored just before this time point
The underlying survival function between consecutive time steps A  A

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going up the main path is p
A

 Hence p
fxg
is the estimated probability
to be still alive just after the last branching before fxg or as one could
say the probability of eternal life This KaplanMeier estimated survival
function just before time is as usual undened if the 	last observation is
censored
 In this context that occurs when the last node before fxg say
A which necessarily satises f
A
  is such that f
A

  for all A

 A
Then we can only calculate p
A
itself the probability of surviving till just
before A The estimated survival curve actually tells us all the p
A
for A on
the main route to fxg and by division we can recover the 
A
also
 Examples in survival analysis
Ordinary censored survival times 
e
T  provide a classic example of mono
tone data The underlying variable of interest will be denoted by T instead
of X A coarsened observation is the interval 
e
T  if    and the
singleton f
e
Tg if    Of course this example needs a continuous sam
ple space to be treated properly and we will do that in the next section
However our main points on CAR and survival analysis can be made while
pretending the survival times are discrete So let us suppose that all time
points denoted t or
e
t are integers between  andN say In ordinary survival
analysis onedimensional rightcensored survival times the coarsened data
is represented by half intervals f
e
t       Ng in the case of censored ob
servations and by singletons ftg in the case of uncensored Two outcomes
are either disjoint or one contains the other the data is monotone
Suppose we assume nothing about the distribution of the underlying sur
vival time and nothing about the coarsening mechanism except that it is
CAR Since CAR is everything we are assuming nothing at all about the
distribution of the observations Computing the nonparametric maximum
likelihood estimator comes down to maximising
P
f
A
log p
A
over underly
ing distributions p
t
 where f
A
 is the empirical distribution of observed
sets A If each of n observations is dierent then each observation yields
one set A with f
A
equal to n The maximization can be done explicitly
because of monotonicity yielding the KaplanMeier estimator for p
t

The CAR probabilities can be computed explicitly too The CAR mecha
nism is actually a random independent censoring model in other words
one can generate the observed coarsening by choosing a C independent of
T  p
t
 and then reporting the set fTg if T 	 C and fC       Ng
if T  C By CAR we have that for each
e
t Prf
e
T 
e
tjT  tg is the same
for each t 
e
t These probabilities for
e
t       supply the claimed
distribution of C The fact 	CAR is everything
 is well known for censored
survival data as the unidentiability of the independent competing risks
assumption any pair
e
T  whose rst element is a random time and whose
second element is a zeroone variable can be written in distribution as
minTC fT 	 Cg for an independent couple T  C each possibly tak
ing the value  with positive probability Note that the possibility of
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mass at innity is crucial to the nonidentiability of dependent competing
risks Specically it follows from Ritov
s counterexample to 	CAR is every
thing
 end of section  that we could rule out independence of competing
risks ie independence of censoring and failure time if we knew that with
probability one every observation will be censored and we knew the failure
time distribution has no mass at innity
Turning to multivariate survival analysis the situation becomes much
more complex The problem of nonparametric estimation for multivariate
censored survival times has remained open for a long time and only recently
was a lot of striking progress made The diculty is directly connected with
CAR Let us represent one observation again as 
e
T  where
e
T is now a
vector of censored survival times and  a vector of censoring indicators
If the observation takes the value 
e
t 
 then we know that the underlying
survival vector T lies in the set A formed by taking the Cartesian product
of singletons or half intervals dened precisely as in univariate censoring
from each pair of components 
e
t
i
 

i

Let us assume nothing about the distribution of T  Our aim is to estimate
its multivariate survival function let us call it S based on n censored ob
servations Ignoring again the fact that the sample space should be continu
ous an assumption of CAR together with no assumption on the distribution
of T means that we are not assuming anything about the distribution of the
data at all Computing the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator
of S by maximising the sum over the n observations of logs of probabili
ties of observed sets is no more than computing the reparametrisation from
observed data probabilities f
A
 to underlying p
t
 
A
 where we plug in
as f
A
 the empirical distribution of the observed data probability n for
each observed set A Since our model is completely nonparametric there are
no other reasonable estimators In fact as n in a situation where root
n consistent estimation is possible at allroughly speaking when the CAR
probabilities to get an exact observation are all positive the nonparametric
maximum likelihood estimator for S should be asymptotically ecient and
moreover any other asymptotically regular estimator of S will be asymp
totically equivalent with it Sometimes the NPMLE itself may fail to have
good asymptotic behaviour but still all asymptotically ecient estimators
will be asymptotically equivalent to one another Typically a simple modi
cation of the NPMLE turns it into one of these good estimators See van
der Laan   for general theory and many applications
In the univariate case these facts are true and nowadays quite well
known Assuming CAR with otherwise completely unknown coarsening
mechanism is in fact equivalent to assuming Random Censorship with un
known censoring distribution If both survival and censoring distribution
are completely unknown the model for the data is completely nonpara
metric There is no essential alternative for nonparametric estimation of
the survival function to the KaplanMeier estimator Apparent alternatives
such as nonparametric Bayes estimators or the negative exponential of the
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Nelson estimator of cumulative hazard are asymptotically equivalent to the
KaplanMeier estimator Only if one assumes some knowledge of the cen
soring distribution or is also able to observe censoring times of uncensored
observations do inecient strictly dierent estimators become available
such as the reduced sample estimator see Kaplan and Meier  or the
reweighted according to the censoring survival function empirical distri
bution of the uncensored observations
With multivariate censored data one can also consider the natural ana
logue of the univariate Random Censoring model This says that there
exists a vector of censoring times C independent of T  and with com
pletely unknown distribution such that 
e
T  is formed componentwise
from the components of T and C as in the univariate case This does dene
a CAR mechanism But there are many CAR mechanisms producing mul
tivariate censored observations which cannot be represented in this way
The nonparametric multivariate random censoring model really is a model
Here is a simple example of bivariate censoring which is coarsened at
random but not random censored Let T  T

 T

 be a bivariate sur
vival time Suppose T

and T

are actually consecutive durations between
events in the lifetime of one individual starting at time  Let C be an
independent censoring time in the onedimensional 	calendar time
 time
scale at which there are two events of two dierent types at times T

and
T

 T

 Thus T

 T

 T

 is randomly censored by CC The data
may still be represented in 	twodimensional duration time
 as 
e
T  
 minT

 CminT

max C  T

  fT

	 Cg fT

 T

	 Cg 
Assuming only CAR a correct assumption in this example and assum
ing nothing about S we have no option than to compute the NPMLE of
S or an asymptotically equivalent version of it Such estimators have been
studied by van der Laan  In fact in general the NPMLE of bivari
ate censored survival data does not work correctly as it stands one has to
modify it slightly by an asymptotically negligeable further coarsening of
the data In the two dimensional case the possible observations are points
halflines and quadrants The halflines cause problems because we have to
put probability mass in these lines but have no information about how to
do that since there will typically be no pointobservations within the lines
The halflines should be slightly expanded to thin strips containing a few
uncensored observations and then the NPMLE makes sense and can be
made asymptotically ecient Its computation is timeconsuming and its
mathematical analysis very delicate These problems are associated with
the curse of dimensionality under the completely nonparametric model we
are forced to use the NPMLE or a modication thereof and that forces
us into binning or smoothing highdimensional data in order to estimate
conditional densities of some components given others This only makes
sense with huge data sets
Suppose however we know that multivariate censored data is not just
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Coarsened in this case censored at Random but actually Randomly Cen
sored Although assuming nothing about survival or censoring distribu
tions we are now making identiable assumptions we have a real restric
tive model Going for full asymptotic eciency gives us again no options
the same delicate NPMLE However we can use our information on the
censoring mechanism to generate a multitude of inecient estimators Some
of thesethe beautiful KaplanMeier generalisations of Dabrowska 
and of Prentice and Cai do not lose much eciency are easy to
calculate and work very well already with quite small sample sizes The
other side of the coin is that there are CAR mechanisms which are not
Random Censoring under which those estimators are inconsistent They
truly need the 	nuisance assumption
 to work
The likelihood factored information about nuisance parameters should
be irrelevant yet we have made use of such information to generate al
ternative and practically valuable estimators But a major justication
for likelihood methods is their good large sample properties The curse
of dimensionality may prohibit their practical use and one can be better
o using asymptotically irrelevant information to construct wellbehaved
though asymptotically inecient statistical procedures see Robins and
Ritov  for an in depth study of this phenomenon
Our example with calendar and duration time mixup illustrates again
the pitfalls A sensible statistician would represent the data as censored
times of events T

 T

 T

 knowing that from the joint distribution of
these two times one can easily compute the joint distribution of T

 T


The data is actually monotone The NPMLE can be computed explicitly It
is based on combining the marginal KaplanMeier estimator of the distri
bution of T

with conditional KaplanMeier estimators of the distribution
of T

T

given T

 for each observation for which T

is uncensored Actu
ally because we will be using one observation to estimate each conditional
survival function for each observed value t

 one can expect this estimator
to make nonsense But binning of the observations according to values of t

solves that problem if the sample size is large enough and yields an asymp
totically ecient estimator One could alternatively use the Dabrowska or
the PrenticeCai estimators they do not require any artical grouping or
smoothing of the data but are asymptotically inecient
A less sensible statistician will treat the data precisely as bivariate cen
sored observations of the durations T

 T

 If he or she sticks to NPMLE
or modications thereof nothing will go wrong the data is CAR and
likelihood based methods do not need further information about the coars
ening mechanism However the Dabrowska or PrenticeCai estimators will
now be inconsistent since the Random Censoring model is not true
Section  considered sequential mechanisms for generating CAR data
We showed that not all CAR mechanisms can be represented in this way
An important direction for future reseach is to dene and study similar
mechanisms in the context of multivariate censored data This will lead to
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a class of censoring models intermediate between Random Censoring and
Censoring Coarsening at Random
 CAR in general sample spaces
In a discrete sample space equivalent denitions of CAR and important
consequences of it were easy to obtain In a general sample space the vari
ous possible denitions may not be easy to formulate any more moreover
even if they can be formulated in a natural way they may no longer be
equivalent In that case which denition one takes as primary should be
inuenced by which desirable results can be obtained from it
In the rst section we dened CAR in terms of the conditional distri
bution of a coarsening X given the coarsened variable X CARXjX We
showed in section  that the denition was equivalent to a condition on
the conditional distribution of X given X  CARXjX  and to a specic
factorization of the marginal distribution of X  FACTORX 
The original denitionin terms of the distribution of X given X
respects the idea that after the random variable X has been generated it
is coarsened to the observation X by a conceptually distinct process The
condition on the conditional distribution of X given X describes in an ap
pealing way that under CAR knowing X  A tells us no more about X
than the obvious fact X  A It is moreover useful in statistical inference
eg in the E step of the EM algorithm in running the Gibbs
 sampler
in calculating score functions in all cases using exactly this conditional
distribution Finally factorization of the marginal distribution allows likeli
hood based inference on the distribution of X to be carried out completely
ignoring the coarsening mechanism
Before giving a general denition we must set up the measuretheoretic
background to be able to talk about all these conditional distributions IfX
is say a kdimensional vector our random set X takes values in the set of
all subsets of IR
k
 There is no natural topology on this very large space no
natural Borel algebra The space is so large that conditional distributions
of X given X  A are not guaranteed to exist In practice however the
range space of X can be taken to be quite small eg rectangles only Each
possible value can typically be described by a short list of types coecients
coordinates or whatever So we suppose that X can be described in a  
 way as function of some say real vector Y  X  Y  In fact if we
just suppose that X and Y take values in Polish spaces separable metric
spaces then sets of regular conditional distributions of X given Y and of
Y given X both exist see eg Chang and Pollard  We also want
the values of X to be measurable sets for X and the set of values of Y
consistent with a given value of X to be measurable too This is taken care
of by assuming that the mapping x y  fx  yg is jointlymeasurable
in x and y where the domain of the mapping is given the Borel algebra
corresponding to the topologies on the spaces where X and Y lie
From now on we assume this bare minimum of regularity without com
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ment and also when it is not relevant in the present context drop the
distinction between the set X and its description Y  Suppose then Y is a
coarsening of X so abusing our notation as announced already X  Y
with probability  The natural generalisation of CAR is
CARY jX The conditional distributions of Y given X do not depend on
the values x taken by X except for the restriction implied by Y being a
coarsening of X namely that given X  x the random set Y takes values
in fy  y  xg More precisely taking account of the fact that conditional
distributions are not uniquely dened on sets of probability zero we suppose
that versions of P
Y jXx
dy  PrY  dyjX  x can be chosen for P
X

almost all x such that for x x

not in the exceptional set
P
Y jXx
dy  P
Y jXx

dy on fy  y  xg  fy  y  x

g 
One might hope that if CAR is true according to this denition then
versions of P
Y jXx
can be chosen making  hold everywhere The follow
ing recipe also used in the proof of 	car is everything
 in section  might
work for the bad x redene P
Y jXx
on fy  xg to be equal for each good
x

 to P
Y jXx

on fy  x

g If probability mass still remains to be assigned
put all the remainder as an atom on the singleton fxg One must check
that this pasting together of bits of many other probability distributions
does not entail using more than total probability  This problem is open
Alternatively one could simply delete all bad x from the original sample
space and merge corresponding y with and without bad x arriving at
a new coarsening model in which  holds without exception and only
diering from the original in indistinguishable events
The precise formulation we have taken of CAR allows us to establish
the following property of the RadonNikodym derivative likelihood ratio
between two distinct coarsening mechanisms P  P

each satisfying CAR
separately
dP

Y jXx
dP
Y jXx
y does not depend on x  y 
it only depends on y itself We call this derived property CARREL REL
standing for relative in contrast with  which can be called CARABS
In other words we show that CARABS for P and CARABS for P

implies CARREL for P

with respect to P  From CARREL will follow
a factorization and a result of the type CARXjY  concerning conditional
distributions in the reverse direction
Lemma Suppose that  holds for each of two coarsening mechanisms
P  P

 with the same marginal distribution for X thus P
X
 P

X
 and
without loss of generality with the same exceptional set Then  holds
ie versions of dP

Y jXx
dP
Y jXx
y y  x can be chosen which only
depend on y for P
X
almost all x
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Note that we do not assume any dominatedness so RadonNikodymderiva
tives may be zero or innite on nonnull sets With the natural conventions
      is symmetric with respect to P and P

 it does not
make any dierence which is placed in numerator and which in denomina
tor
Proof We will prove the lemma by establishing that 	not 
 implies 	
cannot hold for both P and P


 This is equivalent to showing that if 
is not true while P does satisfy  then P

does not satisfy 
Now the negation of  implies that for each of a P
X
positive set of
points x one may nd at least one and possibly many points x

with
dP

Y jXx
dP
Y jXx
y 
dP

Y jXx

dP
Y jXx

y
on a P
Y jXx
 or a P

Y jXx
positive set of points y in fy  xgfy  x

g Also
all the points x

so involved must together have positive P
X
probability
for otherwise we could also simply put them in the exceptional set
For each such pair x x

 either we must have 		
 or 	
 on either a
P
Y jXx
 or a P

Y jXx
positive set of points y The resulting four combina
tions dene four possibly overlapping sets of pairs x x

 At least one of
these four sets must involve both a P
X
positive set of points x and a P
X

positive set of points x

 otherwise  is saved by simply augmenting the
exceptional but still null set Almost without loss of generality we sup
pose the surviving combination has 		
 more obviously we must consider
the cases of a P
Y jXx
positive or a P

Y jXx
positive set of y separately
Suppose rst that for each of a P
X
positive set of points x one can nd
one or more points x

 altogether also making up a P
X
positive set with
dP

Y jXx
dP
Y jXx
y 	
dP

Y jXx

dP
Y jXx

y 
on a P
Y jXx
positive set of points in fy  xgfy  x

g Since we have strict
inequality the lefthand side is nite everywhere on this set Integrating
over the set with respect to P
Y jXx
 by  equal to P
Y jXx

 gives both
integrals of course nite
P

Y jXx
	 P

Y jXx


on some set of points y for a collection of pairs x x

 each coordinate
covering a P
X
non null set Thus  fails for P

 Though integrating 	

over a null set may give a positive result this can only happen on the
righthand side not harming the inequality Note that the argument does
not depend on the direction of the inequality in  and  since by our
assumption  for P one can interchange the roles of x and x

if desired
Suppose on the other hand  holds now with positive P

Y jXx
proba
bility for each of the usual collection of pairs x x

 Again integrate with
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respect to P
Y jXx
 P
Y jXx

over the indicated set The integrand on
the lefthand side must have been nite everywhere since we had strict
inequality and the result is strictly positive since it is just the P

Y jXx
probability of the set over which we integrate The set must therefore also
have had P
Y jXx
 P
Y jXx
 positive probability and hence the result on
the righthand side is strictly larger giving us  again thus again 
fails for P


This last argument relied on our having 		
 rather than 	
 in the in
equality  With the reverse inequality now the righthand side is nite
everywhere If the P
Y jXx
 P
Y jXx

measure of our set of points y is
zero the righthand side integrates to zero which must also be its P

Y jXx

measure and consequently less than its a priori known positive P

Y jXx
measure But if we start with positive P
Y jXx
measure then niteness of
the integrand on the righthand side everywhere preserves the strict in
equality on integration In either case we get the desired reversal of 
and again  fails for P

 tu
We now want to establish a factorization of the marginal distribution of
Y  FACTORY  and a property of the conditional distribution of X given
Y  CARXjY  For the latter we would like to derive
P
XjYy
dx
def
 PrX  dxjY  y  PrX  dxjX  y 
However the last expression here is not welldened in general If y is a
singleton or y is a set of positive probability for X then we know how
PrX  dxjX  y should be interpreted in the other specic examples we
also may be able to guess a reasonable denition But the general setup
so far does not permit a unique interpretation more on that later
However an important feature of  is that the very right hand side
should be computable from the marginal distribution of X without knowl
edge of the conditional distribution of Y given X the coarsening mecha
nism in fact it should be the same whatever the distribution of Y given
X So just as when discussing factorization of a likelihood function we
consider a family of joint distributions of X and Y  each satisfying the
probabilistic CAR assumption  and the property we derive is a prop
erty of the resulting statistical model
To respect the distinction between the underlying variable of interest X
and the coarsening mechanism leading to Y we suppose their joint distri
bution depends on variation independent parameters belonging separately
to these two aspects say  and  respectively
P

XY
dx dy  P

X
dxP

Y jXx
dy 
We assume P

Y jXx
dy satises CAR  for each value of  Moreover
we assume that P

X
 P


X
 and for P


X
almost all x P

Y jXx
 P


Y jXx
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Theorem Under CAR the likelihood for   based on observation of Y
factors
dP

Y
dP




Y
y 
dP

Y jXx
dP


Y jXx
y E





dP

X
dP


X
X





Y  y


for arbitrary x  y not in the null set for x this being possible for P




Y

almost all y Moreover P

XjYy
dx does not depend on 
Proof Consider for x  y
dP


XY
dP

XY
x y 
dP

X
dP

X
x
dP


Y jXx
dP

Y jXx
y 
   ky 

 
for some function k by the Lemma
Since the right hand side of  does not depend on x we must have
dP


Y
dP

Y
y  ky 

 
Thus
dP

Y
dP




Y
y 
dP

Y
dP


Y
y
dP


Y
dP




Y
y
 ky  

E





dP


XY
dP




XY
XY 





Y  y

 ky  

E





dP

X
dP


X
X





Y  y


which by  is the claimed factorization 
We also have
dP


XY
dP

XY
x y 
dP


Y
dP

Y
y
dP


XjYy
dP

XjYy
x
hence
ky 

   ky 

 
dP


XjYy
dP

XjYy
x
Since ky  

  dP

Y
dP


Y
y it is positive for P

Y
almost all y
So for such y and all x  y
dP

XjYy
dP


XjYy
x  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or P

XjYy
 P


XjYy
for P

Y
almost all y 
The theorem not only shows there is a factorization in the likelihood for
  but also fairly explicitly tells what the two factors are
The part CAR mechanism is the same as the likelihood for  based
on the conditional distribution of Y given X  x even though X itself
is not observed only Y  In other words inference about the coarsening
mechanism can be done as if X had also been observed
The part underlying variable of interest can be written down without
knowing the CAR parameter  just pick any value say 

 and compute
the second factor of the right hand side of  It does seem that we do
need to know the structure of the coarsening mechanism However even
if we believe in a particularly complex mechanismso a particular fam
ily P

Y jXx
we can calculate the likelihood from the second factor of 
using a set of conditional distributions P

Y jXx
outside this family and per
haps of much simpler structure We only need to have P

Y jXx
 P

Y jXx

in other words the 	reference
 coarsening mechanism P

Y jXx
used in the
calculations can generate all the sets y which can occur 	in reality

Put another way the likelihood for  under CAR is the same as under
any specic CAR mechanism which given X  x can generate the same
or more random sets We illustrate this and further points with a suc
cession of examples Examples  and  concern censored data univariate
and multivariate respectively Example  is a classical paradox from the
theory of conditional distributions We concentrate on the main features of
the examples leaving more technical details to the interested reader
Example  Univariate right censoring Suppose X   and X 
Y  is either a singleton fxg or a halfline ex The data Y is tradi
tionally the pair 
e
X where
e
X takes values in   in f g and
   if X  f
e
Xg  fXg    if X  
e
X  X
Suppose such data arose from a CAR coarsening ofX The data is mono
tone and we expect to be able to retrieve the coarsening mechanism and
the underlying law of X fairly explicitly from the law of the data We also
expect that such data in general ts a CAR model We will see that for
practical purposes that is true Every outcome is either a singleton or a
set of positive probability for X so we can guess in advance the likelihood
for the interest part of the model
The CAR property is that for any x 	 x


law
e
XjX  x  law
e
XjX  x


restricted to values of 
e
X such that X contains both x and x

 This
means    and
e
X 	 x So CAR is equivalently the assumption Prf
e
X 
dex  jX  xg does not depend on x for ex 	 x We may therefore
dene Gt  Prf
e
X 	 t  jX  xg for arbitrary x  t and G is a
Coarsening at random
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subdistribution function dened at least up to the right hand endpoint
of the support of
e
X Letting t increase up to x from below we obtain
Gx  Prf  jX  xg and hence   Gx  Prf  jX  xg
We now have described the law of the coarsened data givenX completely in
terms of a distribution G It could be generated on a computer by drawing
a random variable C from the distribution G independently of X and
reporting   
e
X  X if C  X   
e
X  C if C 	 X
Suppose X has distribution function F and survival function S We com
pute the marginal distribution of the data as Prf
e
X  dex  g 
Gdex  F ex Prf
e
X  dex  g  F dex  Gex Moreover
Prf
e
X  exg    F ex  Gex so that the hazard measure of X
can be calculated from the distribution of the data as !dx  F dx
F x  Prf
e
X  dx  gPrf
e
X  xg at least for x such that
Prf
e
X  xg   Productintegration of the hazard yields the survival
function S 
Q
  d! for the values of x just mentioned Once S has
been recovered we can also recover G from the distribution of the data
Even if we did not know that X was CAR we could use these calculations
to produce a CAR model exactly tting the data This would succeed un
less the calculations implied a defective distribution of X suggesting that
X   has positive probability For instance if in reality the data was
generated by a censoring time C identically equal to one minus the failure
time X and arbitrary large values of X can occur then knowing that X
is actually nite we could conclude from the distribution of the data that
the coarsening was not CAR 
Example  Multivariate right censoring Suppose X  X

     X
k
 and
the possible realisations of X  Y  are Cartesian products of single
tons fx
i
g and halflines x
i
 Such sets are generated by the random
censoring model C  C

     C
k
 is independent of X and for each i we
observe X
i
ifX
i
	 C
i
 C
i
ifX
i
 C
i
 Write
e
X
i
 X
i
C
i
 
i
 fX
i
	 C
i
g
It is easily checked that this specic model is CAR For a point ex 

and vector x let x

 x
i
 

i
  x

 x
i
 

i
  The distribution of
the data Pr
e
X  dex  
 can be expressed as
P
X

dex

P
X

jX

ex

ex



  P
C

dex

P
C

jC

ex

ex




Intuitively for a particular value of the vector of censoring indicators 
 we
rst write down the probability for the exactly observed variables to take
values in tiny intervals around those values and multiply by the conditional
probability for the other variables to exceed the relevant values We use
the independence of X and C to further split each term in two Finally we
regroup to exhibit the CAR factorization
Therefore under any CAR model producing the same sets the likelihood
for parameters of the distribution of X is
P
X

dex

P
X

jX

ex

ex




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This example allows sets y having probability zero which are not singletons
One must check that any CAR mechanism which produces rightcensored
data is dominated by some random censorship model as required to apply
the theorem 
Example  Borels paradox This is a famous example of two dierent
ways in which one could observe that a point uniformly distributed on the
surface of a sphere actually lies on a particular great circle The two data
generating mechanisms are such that the conditional distribution of the
point given it lies on the circle is uniform in the one case and nonuniform
in the other case The example can be 	xed
 by changing conditional dis
tributions on an event of probability zero but it is also a genuine example
of the fact that the law of X given X  y cannot be talked about without
reference to a 	reference model
 generating the same random sets y as occur
in the CAR model under consideration
Suppose X is uniformly distributed on the surface of the unit sphere
and let " be its longitude    and # its latitude   $ If
#   or  South or North pole then " can be dened arbitrarily
this case has probability zero anyway
One easily computes that " and # are independent " is uniformly dis
tributed while # has density


cos  Consequently given "mod   the
point X is distributed on the great circle through the poles on longitudes
 and    with probability


to be on each side of the globe and its
latitude having density


cos On the other hand given #   the point
X is uniformly distributed on the circle of constant latitude 
Taking Y  "mod or Y  # is in both cases a coarsening at random
of X In the second case it is possible that #   conditional on which X
is uniformly distributed on the equator In the rst case it is possible that
"mod   and then X is nonuniformly distributed on the great circle
through North pole and Greenwich England
We took the coordinate system as being the same in the two cases But
we could have used dierent coordinate systems so that the equator in one
case was the same as the Greenwich meridian in the other Then we have
two CAR coarsenings which can produce exactly the same set y but such
that the distribution of X given X  y depends on which coarsening was
involved
There is no conict with our main theorem The theorem tells us that
two coarsening at random mechanisms which produce the same sets have
the same conditional distributions of X given the set In the present ex
ample the sets produced by the two coarsening mechanisms are completely
disjoint except for the single case of the equator which has zero probability
under both mechanisms 
If y is a singleton then the distribution ofX given Y  y is degenerate at
this point so  gives the usual 	complete data
 likelihood for  Suppose
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on the other hand sets y can occur with positive P
X
probability Construct
a reference CAR coarsening model by choosing one of the sets at random
independently of X and observing whether or not X lies in the set For
this model P
XjYy
 P
XjXy
and  gives the 	right
 answer P

X
y
Our theorem satisfactorily shows that our general notion of CARY jX
has the required consequences CARXjY  and FACTORY  It is an open
question as to whether and how these can be made actually equivalent to
CARY jX A special case in which that can be shown generalizing the
discrete case with which we started is when the distributions of Y given
X  x are dominated over x by a single nite measure One may
check that it then conversely holds that the distributions of X given Y are
also dominated in fact DOMY jX 
 DOMXjY  and under this
condition CARY jX 
 CARXjY  However this special case hardly
has interesting applications beyond the discrete case
Our denition of CARY jX was an absolute or probabilistic denition
for each coarsening mechanism in the model separately In the lemma we
derived a relative or statistical consequence concerning the likelihood ratios
between dierent coarsening mechanisms and that was all we used in our
theorem The theorem did not show what the factorisation was nor what
is the for each  xed in  distribution of X given Y  y In order
to formulate necessary and sucient conditions for CAR we must further
specify these ingredients
As we saw only CARREL and not CARABS was needed to prove the
theorem It is easy to show that if a statistical model satises CARREL
with respect to  for each  and one point in it satises CARABS
for each  then so do the rest One may say if CARREL holds then
CARABS either holds at all points in the model or none It is possible that
interesting statistical models can be found which satisfy CARREL with
out CARABS holding anywhere In fact CARREL is simply a classical
sucency condition assuming domination it is the factorization criterion
in the model when both X and Y are observed for Y to be sucient for
 for each xed  Consequently and equivalently we have suciency ac
cording to the denition in terms of conditional distributions for each 
the distribution of X given Y  y does not depend on  This is just the
second part of our theorem See Chang and Pollard  for a modern
proof of this equivalence The rst part of our theorem is the classical
result that the likelihood function based on the sucient statistic is the
same as the likelihood function based on the original data
	 CAR according to Jacobsen and Keiding
Jacobsen and Keiding  have a somewhat dierent denition of CAR
in general sample spaces Their denition assumes much more structure
on X and Y  which allows rather concrete representations of the various
conditional distributions of interest without making our regularity condi
tions Their denition of CAR becomes less transparent since it is stated
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in terms of a density with respect to a particular reference experiment
Their conclusions are partly more strong since more explicit but on the
other hand do not reveal so explicitly as ours the practical interpretation
and calculation of the factors in the likelihood We summarize their results
below rst describing the main features of their setup Further analysis of
the dierence between our and their approach is given by Nielsen 
Suppose besides X there is a nonobservable random variable G gen
erating the coarsening of X Thus for each value g of G there is a par
tition of the sample space and we observe the element Y of the parti
tion in which X lies G may be dependent on X The coarsening mech
anism is described by the distribution of G given X  x for each x
and the partition generated by G  g for each g Write Y  #XG
because of the partitioning structure we have for every y  #x g for
some x g that x  y and if also x

 y then #x

 g  y too In fact
fx g  #x g  yg  y  fg  #x g  y for some xg
Jacobsen and Keiding assume that there exists a reference model which
we shall call P

 under which X and G are independent X with distri
bution  G with distribution  They give P

the name  Then they
consider families of distributions P

such that X has marginal distribu
tion P

  and for each x GjX  x has distribution P

GjXx
  Call
the corresponding densities fx  and hgx  Dene
kyx   E

hGx jY xG  y
ie write the conditional expectation E

hGx jY xG as a function
of Y xG They note that k is the density of the conditional P

distri
bution of Y given X  x with respect to its distribution under P

 The
P

independence of X and G plays a crucial role in these calculations Fi
nally they dene CAR as kyx  does not depend on x  y for each
 They prove that under CAR the likelihood based on Y  for  and 
factors and the  part is E

fX jY  y When y is a singleton or
a set of positive probability the likelihood becomes as one would hope
fX  or P

X
y respectively
It can be checked that if both Jacobsen and Keiding
s structure and our
regularity conditions are present then CAR according to Jacobsen and
Keiding implies CAR according to us thereby giving more interpretability
to their condition and giving further conclusions In the terminology of the
last section their 	reference model
 satisties CARABS while the rest of
the model satises CARREL We do not know if their setup is essentially
more restrictive than ours Starting from a given law of XY  as we do
one might take for G a collection of uniform random variables used in a
computer simulation of the law of Y given X and let # be the determin
istic part of the algorithm However then dierent CAR mechanisms will
correspond to dierent functions # not to dierent distributions of G
Jacobsen and Keiding
s denition of CAR works for a given statistical
model and is relative to a specic 	reference model
 In fact the reference
Coarsening at random
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model P

itself satises CAR according to their own denitions take the
densities f and h identically equal to  then also k is identically equal to 
Their reference model is also CAR according to our absolute nonrelative
denition
One could say that Jacobsen and Keiding dene CAR precisely through
assuming the factorization holds of likelihoods with respect to a specic
reference model which itself in our broader sense is CAR Their results
therefore do give a context in which it is true that CAR absolutelyin
terms of P
Y jXx
 and the factorization are equivalent  certainly a very nice
theorem to have This works by having a reference model through which
it is dened what the  part of the likelihood factorization should be and
how the distribution of X given X  y should be dened

 More data
In many applications the coarsening mechanism depends on an underlying
randomvariableG which may be observed or partially observed along with
the coarsening of X For instance in survival analysis potential censoring
times are sometimes known even for uncensored observations
Let us represent the data by some random variable Y  Suppose there is
a function  from the sample space for Y to the nonempty subsets of E
such that X  Y  is a coarsening of X thus X  Y  with probability
one Typically we will have Y  #XG for some known function # and
y  fx  g with #x g  yg
The only dierence with the setup of Section  is that we do not suppose
the function  is onetoone two dierent points y y

could give the same
functional information about X namely X  y  y

 So Y is not
just a parametrisation of X 
The coarsening mechanism is xed by describing the conditional laws of
Y given X  x together with the function  We will dene Coarsening
at Random in terms of these two ingredients If actually Y  #XG for
some # G and corresponding  the CAR property can be rephrased as
a more clumsy looking condition on the laws of G given X  x and the
function #
In Section  Y was thought of as a convenient encoding of the observed
coarsening of X X  Y  But the implicit fact that  is onetoone was
not used anywhere at all% Therefore we may maintain the denition 
of CARY jX in our new context and all the results of Section  remain
valid Everywhere the statement 	x  y
 should just be read as shorthand
for 	x  y

The discretecase results of Section  can also be copied Let X Y be
discrete random variables and X  Y  a coarsening of X Our denition
of coarsening at random becomes
CARY jX  PrfY  y j X  xg does not depend on x  y
Consequently PrfY  y j X  xg  PrfY  y j X  yg for x  y
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of course PrfY  y j X  xg   for x  y
We compute the marginal distribution of Y  it is
PrfY  yg 
X
xy
PrfY  y j X  xgPrfX  xg
 PrfY  y j X  xgPrfX  yg
for arbitrary x  y this is the factorisation property FACTORY 
Finally for x  y
PrfX  x j Y  yg 
PrfX  xgPrfY  y j X  xg
PrfX  ygPrfY  y j X  xg
 PrfX  x j X  yg
so CARXjY  holds
Sometimes one has in mind a model Y  #XG involving a specic
grouping or censoring variable G Take
y  fx  g#x g  yg
CARY jX in the discrete case is immediately rewritten as
Prf#xG  y j X  xg does not depend on x  y
This is hard to rephrase in a more attractive way without reverting to
Y  and hard as it stands to generalise to arbitrary sample spaces A little
progress can be made in an important special case when # is Cartesian by
which we mean that #

y  fx g  #x g  yg is a Cartesian product
say #

X
y#

G
y The data Y is equivalent to simultaneous coarsenings
X and G of X and G In particular X  y  #

X
y Then
Prf#xG  y j X  xg  PrfG  #

G
y j X  xg
We see from this that under Cartesian coarsening CAR is implied by
the assumption that PrfG  g j X  xg does not depend on x  #

X
y
for each g  #

G
y This more pleasant looking sucient condition which
one could call CARGjX could be reformulated in general sample spaces
analogously to  If the coarsening is both Cartesian and CAR and more
over G is observed exactlyie #

G
y is always a singletonthen the
condition is also necessary
On the other hand it is easy to construct toy examples where CARY jX
is true but the coarsening is not Cartesian or CARGjX does not hold
Under Cartesian coarsening one can pretend that G is actually com
pletely observed as follows The data Y is equivalent to coarsenings X G
of X and G Dene G

to be a function of Y which picks out in a deter
ministic measurable way an arbitrary element g

of G Now Y

 X  G


is not only a function of Y  but actually equivalent to the data Y since
Coarsening at random
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one can recompute Y  #XG  #xG

 by picking any x in X  This
trick is sometimes useful in calculations because CARG

jX does now
hold even if CARGjX didn
t see Robins and Rotnitzky  Robins
a
Nielsen  following Jacobsen and Keiding  has interesting
further results in this area
We conclude this section with a discussion of the quizmaster problem
mentioned at the end of section  Let us avoid modelling the psychol
ogy of the quizmaster and the player us by an initial randomization by
which the three doors get secretly relabelled by us with the numbers   
uniformly and independently of the location of the car behind one of the
doors We choose one of the numbers at random and indicate that door
The quizmaster opens one of the other doors and shows that there is no
car hidden behind it It is an important model assumption that he always
does this of course he always can He asks us to reconsider our choice
Because of our initial randomisation the location of the car X is uni
formly distributed over f  g Our choice of door is also independently
and uniformly distributed Given our choice of door and the location of the
car the quizmaster either has chosen one of the two possible doors with
equal probability if we are right and has made the only possible choice if
we are wrong Represent our data Y with the ordered pair whose rst com
ponent is the number of the door we chose and whose second is the number
of the remaining closed door The coarsening Y  of X is the set whose
unordered elements are the components of the ordered pair Y  We know
that the car lies behind one of these two doors It is easy to calculate that
conditional on the data the car is twice as likely to lie behind the other
closed door than the door we chose The law of X given Y  y is therefore
dierent from the law of X given X  y so this data cannot have been
coarsened at random If however we reduce the data to the coarsened value
of Xfor example   and   are reduced to f gthen we do have
CAR as is also easy to verify%
This perhaps explains why most people on rst being told this story
say that the information given by the quizmaster is no use and that one
might just as well keep to the same door The coarsening of X on its own
was coarsening at random so not informative of the value of X But the
complete data is is not CAR and tells us something nontrivial about X
 Locally CAR is everything
We saw that 	car is everything
 breaks down strictly speaking in general
sample spaces In this section we show that something very close is true
in a sense connected to asymptotic eciency theory Starting from a given
CAR model and then allowing the CAR mechanism to vary arbitrarily
and the underlying distribution to vary arbitrarily together allow the dis
tribution of the data to vary away from the starting point in any direction
whatsover just as if we had assumed nothing at all from the start This has
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important consequences in asymptotic optimality theory If we assume just
that the coarsening is CAR and assume nothing about the distribution of
the variable of interest all regular estimators of the underlying distribu
tion of interest are asymptotically equivalent Esentially there is only one
estimator available the NPMLE Other more technical consequences are
given below
Suppose we have one observation of a random vector X and assume
nothing whatsoever about its distribution If X actually has distribution
P

then for every bounded function h of X such that E

hX   P
h
dened by P
h
dx    hxP

dx is for small enough jj also a
probability distribution of X In fact P
h
 jj 	  is a onedimensional
parametric submodel for X with score function at    equal to hX
The tangent space is by denition the closure in the L

P

 sense of
the linear span of all scorefunctions at P

 of regular onedimensional
parametric submodels for the distribution of X passing through P

 We
see that if we assume nothing about X then the tangentspace at P

is
L


P

 the space of all squareintegrable meanzero functions of X  P


We also write L


X for the same space when the distribution of X under
which we work is clear from the context
In fact any element of L


X not just the bounded ones are score
functions of submodels dene alternatively
P
h
dx 

 


hx


P

dx 

 

	


E

hX




The tangentspace plays a central role in the theory of semiparametric
models In particular the asymptotic Cram&erRao lower bound for esti
mation of functionals of the distribution of X based on iid replicates is
calculated via a calculation of the tangent space The larger the tangent
space the harder is estimation and the larger is the Cram&erRao bound
As we have just seen assuming nothing about the distribution of X leads
to the largest possible tangent space L


X
Suppose now Y is a coarsening ofX satisfying the CAR assumption Our
model for Y is built up of a model for P
X
 the distribution of X and for
P
Y jXx
 the family of distributions of Y given X We show here that if
nothing is assumed about P
X
 and nothing is assumed about P
Y jXx
beyond
the CAR assumption then the tangent space at a particular point P
Y
in
the resulting model for the distribution of Y is L


Y  Locally we are not
assuming anything about the distribution of Y 
Let P
X
 P
Y jXx
be given the latter satisfying CAR and dene for given
functions hx and kyx
P

X
dx 

  hx

P
X
dx
P

Y jXx
dy 

  kyx

P
Y jXx
dy
If h is bounded and EhX   this denes a onedimensional parametric
submodel for the distribution of X with parameter  suciently close to
Coarsening at random
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zero Similarly if k is bounded and E

kY x


X  x

  we have a
model for the distribution of Y given X with parameter  In order that
the CAR assumption holds under P

we require that kyx y  x does
not depend on x so in fact kyx  ky
If we had observed X and Y the score functions at       for 
and  would have been hX and kY  respectively When we observe only
Y  the score functions are transformed to their conditional expectations
given Y  EhXjY  and kY  respectively see Gill x Ex  for a
heuristic derivation of this result and Bickel Klaassen Ritov and Wellner
 Prop A for a rigorous one We refer in the sequel to this work
as BKRW
Write E
X
 E
Y
for conditional expectation operators given X and Y
respectively considered as mappings on the following Hilbert spaces
E
X
 L


Y  L


X
E
Y
 L


X  L


Y 
Write k  k
X
 h i
X
etc for the corresponding norms and inner products
E
X
and E
Y
are oneanother
s adjoint writing A  E
Y
and dening A

by hgAhi
Y
 hA

g hi
X
for all g  L


Y  and h  L


X we have
hgAhi
Y
 hgE
Y
hi
Y
 EgY EhXjY   EgY hX
 EEgY jXhX  hE
X
g hi
X
proving that if A  E
Y
 then A

 E
X

We have shown that for each bounded function h of X with mean zero
E
Y
h is a score function of a onedimensional parametric submodel for the
distribution of X Similarly for each bounded function kY  with condi
tional mean given X zero k is a score function of a onedimensional para
metric CAR submodel for the distribution of Y givenX Since taking   
gives a score function equal to the sum of the scores for  and  separately
we nd by taking closures that our tangent space based on observation of
Y contains RA  N A

 where R and N denote range and nullspace
respectively However it is a wellknown and easily proved fact from the
theory of Hilbert spaces that for any bounded linear operator A from one
Hilbert space H to another H

 RA  N A

 is a decomposition of the
range space H

into two orthogonal components for suppose g is orthogonal
to RA Then hgAhi
H

  for all h thus hA

g hi
H
  for all h thus
A

g   or g  N A

 So the tangent space is RA N A

  L


Y 
the largest possible tangent space corresponding globally to making no
assumptions whatever on the distribution of Y 
We next prove under an assumption concerning the probability to get a
complete observation y  fxg that the distribution of X is locally identi
ed under the completely nonparametric CAR model described above The
result was already given in van der Laan  Lemma  and Robins
and Rotnitzky 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Under CAR we obtained the factorization 
dP

Y
dP




Y
y 
dP

Y jXx
dP


Y jXx
y E





dP

X
dP


X
x





Y  y


where the rst factor depends only on y not on x  y Fixing   

we see that the space of score functions of onedimensional parametric
submodels for the coarsening mechanism P
Y jXx
not only contains but is
actually exactly equal to N A

 the space of zeromean square integrable
functions of Y with conditional mean given X identically zero Similarly
the space of scorefunctions of onedimensional parametric submodels for
the distribution of interest P
X
is exactly equal to RA Since RA and
N A

 are orthogonal we nd from the theory of semiparametric models
that the asymptotic Cram&erRao lower bound for estimation of functionals
of P
X
is the same when P
Y jXx
is known and xed as when it is completely
unknown subject in both cases to CAR Suppose we want to estimate
P
X
 
R
xP
X
dx for some bounded function x eg x  
A
x
corresponding to estimation of PrX  A for a given set A Dene e 
  E
X
 Then by BKRW or by van der Vaart  we have if I 
A

A has at e an inverse I

 then the asymptotic information bound for
estimation of  is
kAA

A

ek

	
In fact gX  A

A

eX generates a 	hardest
 onedimensional sub
model for estimating  at P
X
maximizes the Cram&erRao bound over all
parametric submodels A slightly weaker condition for a nite asymptotic
information bound is just that e lies in the range of A

 this is obviously
implied by e  A

Ag for some g We will later argue that a nite informa
tion bound means in some sense local identiability But rst the result
Theorem van der Laan 	

 Suppose for each x P
Y jXx
fxg 

   ie the conditional probability of a complete observation is bounded
away from zero Then I  A

A  L


X  L


X is onto and has
a bounded inverse in fact kI

hk 	 

	
khk for all h Consequently
kAA

A

ek

	 


kek or the information bound for estimating  based
on Y is not more than 
 times its bound based on observing X
Proof The argument is based on van der Laan  Lemma  and
Lemma  with a minor supplement To start with cf Lemma  van
der Laan  consider
kAhk

 E

E

hX


Y


	
 E

hX

fY  fXgg
	
 E

hX

Pr

Y  fXg


X

	
 
khk


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So  	 
 	 kAk

	  and if khk  
kA

Ahk  kA

Ahk khk
 hA

Ah hi by CauchySchwartz
 kAhk

 

Thus for any h kA

Ahk  
khk This shows in particular that A

A is
  since if A

Ah  A

Ah

 then A

Ah  h

   and 
kh  h

k 	
kA

Ahh

k   implyingh  h

 Now following van der Laan
s Lemma
 let us consider the operator   A

A where  is the identity This
operator is selfadjoint It is also bounded since A A

and  are bounded
Therefore from Hilbert space theory see eg Kress  Theorem 
k A

Ak  sup
hkhk
jhh  A

Ahij
 sup
hkhk
j kAhk

j 	  
 	 
Consequently we have that A

A

     A

A

exists and is
in fact given by
P

n
  A

A
n
 The squared norm of the inverse is
bounded by 
P

n
 

n
  


 
Remark If we know P
Y jXx
and moreover P
Y jXx
fxg  
   for all
x one could estimate P
X
 
R
dP
X
based on n observations of Y by

n
n
X
i
fY
i
 fX
i
gg
P
Y jXx
fxgj
xX
i
X
i

This estimator is unbiased and its variance is easily seen not to exceed
kek

n
 This shows directly that the information bound for estimation
of  is nite and not more than 
 times the bound when X is observed
when P
Y jXx
is known By orthogonality the same bound applies even
when P
Y jXx
is unknown
Now we discuss the interpretation of this result as a kind of local iden
tiability Suppose we have n iid observations Y
i
of Y and consider any
parametric model P

Y
constructed from P

X
and P

Y jXx
 Consider the lo
cal models   

 n



   

 n



 Dene the optimal inuence
curve IC
opt
 AA

A

e working at the point   

   

 Then
b  P


X
 

n
n
X
i
IC
opt
Y
i

is an estimator of P

X
 based on Y

     Y
n
such that n
	
bP


X

D

N  

 as n under P



n





n


Y
 where the limiting mean
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  lim
n	
n
	
P



n



X
 P


X
 and 

	 Thus asymptoti
cally we can recover P



n



X
 from P



n





n


Y

n

This holds separately for every parametric model passing through the
same given point P

 ie P

X
 P


X
 P

Y jXx
 P


Y jXx
 Since even under
CAR the tangent space at P

is everything any P
Y
close to P

Y
lies to a
close approximation on one of these submodels Thus in a local asymptotic
sense for P
Y
close to a given model P

Y
determined by P

X
 P

Y jXx
 one
can recover P
X
from P
Y

 Global identiability of CAR
Suppose the triple X Y   is such that Y   is a coarsening at random
of X The question we study here is given the distribution of the data Y 
and the coarsening X  Y  are the marginal distribution of X and the
conditionals of Y given X  x uniquely determined In other words if a
factorization of the distribution of Y exists is it unique
In Section  we saw that in the discrete case the factorisation f
A
 p
A

A
which was always possible was uniquely determined for A with f
A
 
The p
A
 and 
A
 of the factorisation might not be hereby completely
determined for A with f
A
  There might be some free choice between
having p
A
  or 
A
  and consequently some free choice in the value
given to the nonzero member of the pair
In general sample spaces there is a similar nonuniqueness if a factori
sation exists at all Let the function  and the marginal law of Y be xed
Let P and P

denote two CAR models such that the possible P null ex
ceptions x for the CAR property of P
Y jXx
also form a P

null set and
viceversa We assume P
Y
 P

Y

Dene Q
X



P
X
 P

X
 and Q
Y jXx



P
Y jXx
 P

Y jXx
 Then
Q is also CAR and P and P

are dominated by Q Let P

be dened by
P

X
  P
X
 P

X

P

Y jXx
  P
Y jXx
 P

Y jXx

Thus Q  P

 By the theorem of Section 
dP

Y
dQ
Y
y  E
Q

dP

X
dQ
X
X



Y  y


dP

Y jXx
dQ
Y jXx
y x  y
Thus
E
P
log
dP

Y
dQ
Y
Y   E
P
log

E
Q

dP
X
dQ
X
X




Y
	


E
Q

dP

X
dQ
X
X 
dP
X
dQ
X
X




Y
	


 E
P
log

dP
Y jX
dQ
Y jX
Y   

dP

Y jX
dQ
Y jX
Y 
dP
Y jX
dQ
Y jX
Y 


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where dP
Y jX
dQ
Y jX
Y  is dened on Y  y as dP
Y jXx
dQ
Y jXx
y
for any x  y
Now the above function of  and  is concave in both arguments and
maximal both at       and at       Therefore it must be
constant in  and  or
E
Q

dP

X
dQ
X
X



Y  y

 E
Q

dP
X
dQ
X
X



Y  y

for P almost all y
dP

Y jXx
dQ
Y jXx
y 
dP
Y jXx
dQ
Y jXx
y
for P almost all y Now the particular choice of Q dominating P was not
important so we have that all CAR models reproducing P
Y
have the same
decomposition
dP
Y
dQ
Y
y  E
Q

dP
X
dQ
X
X



Y  y


dP
Y jXx
dQ
Y jXx
y x  y
provided the same exceptional points x are involved in particular if actu
ally CARY jX holds without any exceptional points
 Open questions
We have shown that in fairly general sample spaces a certain denition
of CAR in terms of P
Y jXx
has desired consequences for P
XjYy
and for
factorization of P
Y
 In discrete sample spaces these three properties are
actually equivalent The equivalence does not hold in general But one can
look for supplementary conditions to make this hold
Part of this problem is the wish to be able to have from CAR or even
equivalent to CAR P
XjYy
 P
XjXy
 In a general setup however there
is not a unique way to interpret P
XjXy
 Perhaps one should restrict atten
tion to cases where Y has further special structure The following covers all
specic examples of which we are aware it has features both from missing
observations in a multivariate vector and from grouped including censored
observations Suppose observation of Y  y is equivalent to observation of
a discrete 	type
 K and when K  k observation that 
k
X  a
k
and

k
X  B
k
for certain measurable functions 
k
and 
k
where furthermore
Pr
k
X  B
k
j
k
X  a
k
   for all possible values a
k
and sets B
k

Conditional on Y  y we would now want P
XjYy
to coincide with the
conditional distribution of X given 
k
X  a
k
and 
k
X  B
k
which
for each k a
k
and B
k
is unambiguously dened and which we may justly
call P
XjXy
 Now one could try to construct a CAR mechanism which
produces observations of this form only and which is generated by an un
derlying independent 	typing and grouping
 variable G as in Keiding and
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Jacobsen
s reference experiment In this reference model one should be able
to compute P
XjYy
and show that it equals P
XjXy
 Then by our result
that P
XjYy
does not depend on the specic CAR mechanism at hand it
remains equal to P
XjXy
for all CAR mechanisms
We showed that in discrete sample spaces CAR is everything but that
this result breaks down in general Is there a repairjob which will make it
generally true We conjecture that even if in general CAR is not everything
that MAR is in other words any model for the distribution of a random
subset of the components of a multivariate vector can be reproduced exactly
with a Coarsening Missing at random model
Our negative results on sequential representations of CAR in this paper
and on MAR in our companion paper need further study CAR is more
than it seems% CAR and MAR mechanisms exist whose computer im
plementation has the following property the computer needs to know more
about X than it
s willing to output in its nal print statement yet this
fact does not aect our facevalue inference
We cannot conceive of more general mechanisms for generating CAR
and MAR in an honest way but is this just a lack of imagination Can
one easily recognise if a given CAR or MAR mechanism has a sequential
representation In 	large
 spaces do 	most
 CAR and MAR mechanisms
admit a representation
We showed that in nite sample spaces monotone coarsened data could
be modelled by monotone coarsening rules and that the CAR factorisation
could be explicitly recovered from the observed data distribution Robins
and Rotnitzky  and Robins a have obtained analogous results
when monotone coarsened data results from right censoring by a continu
ously distributed censoring variable It is a challenge to extend this to the
general monotone case Some kind of productintegration technique should
be possible to mimic the KaplanMeier method we used The branching
structure of a tree should be replaced by the continuous branching of his
tories of a continuous time stochastic process where the total history of the
process 	up to and including time innity
 tells us the complete data We
conjecture that all monotone CAR data can be represented as a stopped
stochastic process with the unstopped process corresponding to the under
lying data X and the stopping time corresponding to a generalised censor
ing time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